
                                                                                                           

There the Very Air 

 

is laundry blue denim 

sun bleached to white 

with the light of adobe walls. 

 

Here, three floors up, 

these beaded curtains, 

altogether a spectrum, 

precisely reflect that wish. 

 

The sun is a slow plunge 

taking their colors 

across my kitchen. 

 

It is a Mediterranean to imagine, 

the waves of rays 

amid the steam of pots. 

 

Later, seen through cross beams, 

the tacked up plastic 

lily of the valleys  

pressed between glass and screen, 

carry those pearl drops 

even deeper into the night. 

 

God, how that liquid black 

with its distant 

steam ship house lights 

spreads Summer soft. 



                                             Meditations on Sister Age 

 

M.F.K Fisher knew,  

stumbling upon the gold leaf 

flaking away, that antique 

painting of a peasant saint 

time made iconic. 

 

So my art ages 

with corrosion already set in----- 

the crackling chips, the bubbling glue 

all an accident closed for Minor Repairs, 

& room enough… do I have 

enough space to make right, 

preserve, the craft of decay? 

 

Oh brushes, what a diary 

thief is in your whisperings----- 

the bristles falling out, 

the stray cat hairs which stick 

to the canvas itself 

even while it peels… 

 

Each surface cries for varnish already, 

a remedy, thirsty with pigment 

under dust & smoke. 

 

Every panel is a Sunday, 

the slow, sweet, melancholy moments 

knowing of school, of returning to work, 

of the effort it takes to get up. 

 

Help me let them go as far as I want life 

to not ever perish  

in this frame of passion 

our play breathes. 

http://www.goodreads.com/book/show/751575.Sister_Age 

 

http://www.goodreads.com/book/show/751575.Sister_Age


Fragment Found for Future Farmyard  

  
  
Is this a setting from "The Martian Chronicles" 

after small pox decimated the Natives 

& only the humans were left to make the best of it? 

Surely it's as if neon or something more ozone-related 

has bleached the red from the sands, 

a dustbowl perhaps, blasting landscapes 

back to sea shell shades once the winds at last settled. 

Drift in like Venus on that thought, 

how the dunes once excavated  

revealed the calcified parchment  

of pick-ups and campers 

stitched together for some practical hope; 

the pioneer spirit a thing to be practiced. 

Yes, though every farmyard as diorama 

could be described as desolate, as barren, 

nothing quite haunts with eeriness  

despite the lack of any creatures living. 

This is more a place where memory begins, 

distilled in outlines for the filling-in, 

while there's also the sense 

of memories emptying out, 

gone back to vestiges, 

these traces each a sort of tactile map. 

Is there no hand remaining  

to run fingers over, covering the pleasures 

of these treasures which still calls 

to souls at work? 

The moon was once considered a receptacle 

for such lost spirits 

yet they are intimated here silent and still 

by shadows and light. 

Their scroll is a message of mystery then, 

whispering we have gone on 

but learn from where we were, 

striving somehow 

before we went. 

 



                                                                               Shadowland 

 

You of course know the setting, 

That childhood road a paved-over cattle path 

Which slowly curves:  the usual yews, 

Maples, elms, catalpas bending over, 

A blotter of fog strewn through generous 

Bare branches… 

It’s at once a solace & premonitory 

How the space opens just as you get close, 

Leaving what’s passed to diminish: 

The end of a subject unless you look back, 

Wondering, unsettled, how much  

Of the familiar is really 

Up in the air… 

 

Well, never mind that. 

We must roam on, sure & compact as a wallet, 

As all those photos hanging out together on 

Your mantel, on your desk, those photos which, 

Perhaps, when you’re away, start springing to life: 

Wiggling loose fillings, playing miniature golf… 

 

Frame after frame, there is a beauty, a mien 

Near intimidation with subtleties so vivid, so constant: 

The stillness of time’s clockwork inching change 

Into faces, the upper lips which become thinner, 

Tighter, the mouths whose tips start to slant down… 

Is this permanency, memory----- 

 

Smokey, he was such a good dog. 

I’ve an embroidered brooch. 

I’ve a needle from when I was ten 

To keep things in place, 

Locked on the speedometer, a windshield 

Of images above which tick, whisper 

 

Hold, hold on to us. 

 


